5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 13 for the Week of: December 2, 2019

1. disappear
2. important
3. serious
4. forever
5. reward
6. appear
7. perform
8. force
9. peer
10. enormous
11. inform
12. ornament
13. pioneer
14. warmth
15. weary
16. pier
17. fortune
18. career
19. pierce
20. formal

Challenge Words:
1. experience
2. ignore
3. ordinary
4. therefore
5. volunteer

Wordly Wise (Lesson 10):
1. available
2. bondage
3. donate
4. establish
5. evade
6. liberate
7. numerous
8. occasion
9. oppose
10. prohibit
11. pursue
12. reassure
13. reluctant
14. superior
15. yearn
5th Grade Spelling UNIT 14 List for the Week of: December 9, 2019

1. ounce
2. mountain
3. allow
4. pronounce
5. avoid
6. tower
7. destroy
8. bound
9. appoint
10. allowance
11. moisture
12. voyage
13. employ
14. coward
15. oyster
16. poise
17. decoy
18. couch
19. sour
20. annoy

Challenge Words:
1. discount
2. drought
3. horsepower
4. loudness
5. voiced

Wordly Wise (Lesson 11):
1. accelerate
2. altitude
3. anxious
4. brace
5. confident
6. contact
7. exult
8. hangar
9. maximum
10. methodical
11. nonchalant
12. proceed
13. saunter
14. solo
15. stall
5th Grade Spelling UNIT 15 List for the Week of: January 6, 2020

1. reappear
2. postscript
3. cooperate
4. prehistoric
5. posttest
6. precaution
7. prefix
8. coworker
9. refresh
10. postdate
11. prerecorded
12. coauthors
13. recharge
14. postwar
15. rejoin
16. coexist
17. reform
18. prepaid
19. reenter
20. reclaim

Challenge Words:
1. present
2. receive
3. reflect
4. refract
5. reverberate

Wordly Wise (Lesson 12):
1. convalesce
2. dedicate
3. dictate
4. exasperate
5. notable
6. overdue
7. overthrow
8. penetrate
9. portrait
10. rebel
11. restrict
12. seldom
13. stimulate
14. tempest
15. upbringing
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 16 for the Week of: January 13, 2020

Challenge Words:
1. admitted
2. directed
3. excelling
4. obtaining
5. resulting

Wordly Wise (Lesson 13):
1. accommodate
2. aggressive
3. bask
4. carcass
5. conceal
6. flail
7. gorge
8. morsel
9. protrude
10. ripple
11. slither
12. sluggish
13. snout
14. taper
15. visible

1. removed
2. sunnier
3. denied
4. interesting
5. wisest
6. removing
7. grayer
8. calmest
9. slimmer
10. supplying
11. calmer
12. slimmest
13. denying
14. wiser
15. grayest
16. trimming
17. sunniest
18. trimmed
19. supplied
20. interested
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 17 for the Week of: January 27, 2020

1. create
2. practice
3. company
4. expect
5. jacket
6. grocery
7. celebrate
8. exercise
9. correct
10. stomach
11. chorus
12. suitcase
13. cereal
14. recent
15. frantic
16. choir
17. recite
18. comic
19. select
20. plastic

Challenge Words:
1. ceiling
2. central
3. chord
4. contribute
5. license
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 19 for the Week of: February 3, 2020

Challenge Words:
1. Caribbean
2. District
3. eastward
4. geography
5. province

Wordly Wise (Lesson 14)
1. access
2. associate
3. boisterous
4. brilliant
5. decade
6. delicate
7. employ
8. idle
9. illuminate
10. provide
11. require
12. taunt
13. tolerant
14. transform
15. wilderness

1. Ohio
2. Maine
3. Alaska
4. Iowa
5. Texas
6. Nevada
7. Montana
8. Florida
9. Alabama
10. Maryland
11. South Carolina
12. California
13. Washington
14. New York
15. North Dakota
16. Colorado
17. Massachusetts
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 20 for the Week of: February 10, 2020

Challenge Words:
1. indifference
2. nonfat
3. nonproductive
4. nonprofit
5. nonrefundable

Wordly Wise (Lesson 15):
1. dishonest
2. nonfiction
3. dislike
4. unsure
5. disagree
6. disobey
7. impatient
8. nonsense
9. unknown
10. impossible
11. incomplete
12. imperfect
13. unequal
14. incorrect
15. nonstop
16. inactive
17. nonviolent
18. unbutton
19. impolite
20. informal

1. disaster
2. flee
3. fracture
4. immense
5. intense
6. investigate
7. lurch
8. major
9. minor
10. petrify
11. predict
12. prone
13. sparse
14. topple
15. urban
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 21 for the Week of: February 24, 2020

1. broken
2. frighten
3. organize
4. awaken
5. realize
6. loosen
7. criticize
8. forgotten
9. stolen
10. frozen
11. specialize
12. shaken
13. fertilize
14. summarize
15. modernize
16. generalize
17. memorize
18. civilize
19. flatten
20. straighten

Challenge Words:
1. categorize
2. mechanize
3. capitalization
4. fertilizer
5. national

Wordly Wise (Lesson 16):
1. abdicate
2. assume
3. bungle
4. dominate
5. former
6. guardian
7. hoist
8. intercept
9. jubilee
10. kin
11. pardon
12. proclaim
13. provoke
14. reign
15. riot
5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 22 for the Week of: March 2, 2020

1. outline
2. home run
3. up-to-date
4. homework
5. waterproof
6. downstairs
7. themselves
8. forty-four
9. good-bye
10. itself
11. full-time
12. peanut butter
13. make-believe
14. merry-go-round
15. underline
16. part of speech
17. sweatshirt
18. double-header
19. twenty-seven
20. parcel post

Challenge Words:
1. background
2. campfire
3. cross-country
4. thunderstorm
5. wristwatch